EVERYONE'S
aka Everyone's: For Train, Tram, Boat, and Home / Everyone's: The Motion
Picture Authority
First published in 1920 as a general interest magazine, Everyone's soon afterwards merged its interests
with Australian Variety and Show World. Under the editorship of former Variety publisher, Martin C.
Brennan, the magazine began paying more attention towards the entertainment industries. Following
Brennan’s departure in 1926 Everyone’s changed its focus more intently towards cinema (both in
Australia and abroad) thus fulfilling its claim to be the country's "motion picture authority." The
magazine continued through until 1937.

Published every Wednesday and selling for threepence,
Everyone's began in March 1920 as a 24 page general interest
magazine conceived very much as a publication suited to people
travelling to and from work and for housewives. From the start
it devoted much attention to the world of entertainment,
providing news, reviews and previews about recent or
forthcoming releases and productions, as well as insights and
gossip about stars and personalities. These were invariably
presented within special sections such as "The Screen,"
"Personalities of the Screen," "Chosen Few," "You Never Can
Tell," "Music," "The Play and Otherwise" and "This Week's
Shows."
The magazine also initially included small sketch display
advertisements for theatre and film-related performances,
products, services and professional cards. By 1921 the leading
film exhibitors or production companies (both Australian or
foreign) were inserting full page advertisements - and often for
the one film.
Advertising and content during the magazine's first few years
indicates that its target market was very much the general public
– both blue and white collar workers and their families. It
provided, for example, special sections for children ("Mother
Goose and Her Goslings") and women ("Beauty Hints," "From
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a Feminine Point of View," "When Others Wed," "Priscilla in
Search of Her Bargains" and "Bushranging Romances"), as well as the family in general - "In the Kitchen and Pantry"
and "Home Themes and Outdoor Hints" (later "Household Hints and Recipes"). Sections such as "Round the Town,"
"All Abroad," "Past and Present," "All in a Day's Work," "Little Stories from Real Life" and "Painted Sydney Girls"
comprised general interest items and gossip mostly relating to local identities and the general public.
One of the most popular and longest-lasting columns was "Dismal
Dan" (later "Make Dismal Dan Laugh"), a half page section in
which readers' jokes and funny stories were published if they made
Dismal Dan laugh). Other columns or sections during the early to
mid-1920s included "Odds and Ends of Sport," "Consult the
Oracle" Ike Pagliacci's "Thing's Everybody Knows" "Real Life
Stories," "In Reply to Yours," "Bits for Flappers," "The Past and
the Present," "Yarns by the Way," and "You Never Can Tell."

This column from 1920 dealt with the superstitions of celebrities.
Contributions from readers were welcomed.

Additional items of interest were competitions such C.J. De Garis' Sun-Raysed company's search for "The Great
Australian Novel" and limerick competitions. Each issue also saw a variety of companies providing give-aways - with
these including tickets to shows, free photographic development etc. Warwick Farm Racecourse even held
competitions in an attempt to attract patrons to its racing events. The magazine also solicited (censored) love letters
from its readers, and for which it was willing to pay £3/3.
In July 1920 Fullers' Theatres began publishing a one-page
advertorial called "Fuller News" (with the subtitle "Full of News").
Each page comprised a selection of short items such as previews,
gossip, news, promotional material and a photograph of an artist
currently featuring on the company's circuit. These stopped
appearing in early December 1920, possibly about the same time the
Fullers began publishing their own weekly magazine/program, also
called Fuller News.
In 1921, almost exactly a year after starting up, Everyone's merged
with Martin C. Brennan's Australian Variety and Show World. The
deal saw Brennan take over the editorship of Everyone's. For a
period of time the two magazines were still effectively separate, and
hence the title Everyone's: With which is incorporated Australian
Variety and Show World. Eventually, however, the two distinct parts
of the magazine gradually merged, creating, as Jill Julius Matthews
notes, "the authoritative voice on cinema in Australia till 1937." This
became even more apparent after Brennan left in 1926. Indeed, by
1927, around the same period that vaudeville houses in the CBD
precincts of most capital cities began closing down and/or began
converting to cinemas, very little information relating to the variety
was being published. The industry didn't die off altogether in the late
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1920s, as has often been recorded, because many smaller firms and
even film exhibitors continued to put on vaudeville on in the suburbs and regional centres through until the 1940s and
even 1950s. However, these small-time operators didn't need to advertise in magazines like Everyone's or even in the
major metropolitan newspapers as there were other cheaper alternatives available to them. This strategy meant,
however, that they received little if any media attention.
The merging of Australian Variety into Everyone's also
saw a quite significant change in the magazine's layout
and organisation and eventually its content. In addition to
the more extensive film advertising, the magazine
reduced the number of general interest columns in favour
of semi-regular show biz insertions. The titles of these
sections included: "The Moving Picture World"
(subtitled "A Page for Showman"), "Studio News and
Notes," "Carnival and Circus," "Sydney Shows,"
"Performers Here and Abroad," and "Interstate Notes."
By the mid-1920s Everyone's began focusing
increasingly on entertainment industry content, reducing
and eventually removing most almost every vestige of its
identity as a general public magazine. Although
competing with the higher production value industry
publications like the Theatre Magazine and Green Room,
its lower cost price, combined with a greater focus on the
political and industrial aspects of cinema production and
exhibition, may have helped it continue publication
through until 1937, and long after the others had folded.
A survey of issues in 1927 indicates, for example, that
there were very few general interest columns or articles
being published that year, while many articles targeted
issues of concern to the local film industry. Advertisers
were also almost exclusively from the film and theatre
industries.
The first edition to include Australian Variety and Show World
16 Mar. 1921.

Another significant difference in the format of the magazine by this time was the increase in pages - jumping to
approximately 52-54 on average. On occasion the page length increased somewhat dramatically. The 9 February 1927
edition, for example, is 84 pages. The Christmas editions were even longer, running to over 120 pages in some
instances. The magazine was forced to reduced the size of each issue to approximately 36 pages by 1931, however,
possibly as a result of the impact of the Great Depression.
While few industry columns were published regularly at least two appear to have continued for several years - these
being "The Showman's Corner" by Harry Scales, and "Sydney's Recent Film Releases." Some semi-regular columns
were: "Here and There with Personalities of the Show World," "Music and Musicians," "Lines from London," "Did
You Hear About?" and "With the Exhibitors."
Everyone's had by 1927 also broadened its focus beyond Sydney and Melbourne to encompass the other states and
capital cities. Often these sections ran for two pages or more. Details of current and forthcoming shows for both
regional centres and the capital cities were routinely presented.
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ADVERTISERS
As mentioned above, an examination of advertisers who used Everyone's during its early years indicates that the target
demographic was essentially lower and middle-class families. Very few luxury products, for example, were promoted
in its pages, with the most expensive items identified to date being Indian motorcycles, golfing equipment/clothing
and musical instruments. The most common products were everyday items such as footwear and clothing (women's
fashion, tailors etc), linen suppliers, cook books, medicinal tonics, beauty products, food (biscuits, ice cream, marmite,
baking powder, margarine, jelly crystals, jam etc.), toiletries (i.e. toothpaste).
Major stores which published advertisements included David Jones and Marcus Clark Ltd. Rosehill Racecourse also
promoted its events in the magazine. Among the services being advertised were dentists (e.g. Dentist Reaney,
Broadway), Boyd Shorthand, and the Metropolitan Business College, while entertainment organisations included
Fullers' Theatres, J. and N. Tait, Union Pictures and Fox.
A cross-section of advertisers includes: Arnotts, Asher's Gramophone Parlour, Nash's Music (publisher), A.E. Smith
and Co (violin makers), G.W. Hean (Hean's Essence/Heenzo), Ahearn (ladies fashion), White Wings, IXL, and Horne
and Kemp Millinery.

Companies or individuals using the magazine to promote their wares or services from the mid-1920s onwards
included: music publishers, orchestrators, agents, and film equipment manufacturers or suppliers. The British
Cinematograph Industry association also advertised its journal, Bioscope.
The regional centres of Australian were also well-represented as local entrepreneurs and venues advertised their
businesses. Advertisements promoting the availability of venues for touring companies include the Theatre Royal
(Armidale), Hibernian Hall (Cairns) and Gunnedah Town Hall. The Cremorne Theatre (Brisbane) on the other hand
focused on the shows it was currently presenting. Local organisation such as the Wagga Amusements Ltd (Wagga
Wagga), would similarly promote their services through Everyone's.
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PUBLICATION DETAILS
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"For Train, Tram, Boat, and Home." From Vol. 2, no.
54 (16 March 1921) the magazine was subtitled:
"With which is incorporated Australian Variety and
Show World."
Frequency: Weekly
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Publisher: Everyone's Ltd. Daily Telegraph Building, King
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